Can you see the difference?
Sometimes similarities are just skin deep

CELdek® - the brand the industry trusts.

Most manufacturers of evaporative cooling media today claim their products are identical to CELdek. It’s flattering, but is it true? We pioneered the concept and CELdek is state-of-the-art engineering in evaporative cooling pads. Anything else is just an imitation.

CELdek evaporative cooling pads have been originally fitted in most evaporative coolers sold in North America. Manufacturers know and trust our performance and longevity. The pad you choose directly affects cooler efficiency. Using lower quality pads could lead to poor cooling performance and warranty claims.
Quality pads mean quality performance.

CELdek® is used wherever the very best performance is demanded. The superior performance of CELdek pads has made them the best known and most respected evaporative cooling media.

Why buy CELdek®?

CELdek pads use a specific, specialty-grade paper developed exclusively for Munters. A proprietary resin inhibits bacterial growth and decay for long service life. It is a very precise process in order to maintain a healthy operating environment, unlike some imported products.

Other manufacturers' products may look similar but their inferior performance and longevity will show over time. Always replace your pads with original CELdek evaporative cooling media for:

- Enhanced system performance
- Long-term dependability
- Reduced or eliminated odor issues
- Reduce the risk of complaints
- Peace of mind
- Ongoing technical support and design help for special applications and maintenance
Munters has been the pioneer and industry leader in climate control solutions for more than fifty years. Our products are manufactured to the highest possible specifications so you can get the very best out of your units. You can trust them and their contribution to the quality of your operation and the reputation of your business. Our continued presence is a guarantee of quality, performance and customer satisfaction.
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